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Anisotropic susceptibility of ferromagnetic ultrathin Co films on vicinal Cu
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We measure the magnetic susceptibility of ultrathin Co films with an in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
grown on a vicinal Cu substrate. Above the Curie temperature the influence of the magnetic anisotropy can be
investigated by means of the parallel and transverse susceptibilities along the easy and hard axes. By com-
parison with a theoretical analysis of the susceptibilities we determine the isotropic exchange interaction and
the magnetic anisotropy. These calculations are performed in the framework of a Heisenberg model by means
of a many-body Green’s function method, since collective magnetic excitations are very important in two-
dimensional magnets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of the magnetic properties of ferroma
netic ultrathin films is a field of intense current interes1

Among the different experimental methods the measurem
of the magnetic susceptibilityx(T) is a very powerful
method for the analysis of such thin film systems.2 The sin-
gularity of x(T) corresponds to the onset of a ferromagne
state, i.e., to the occurrence of a nonvanishing magnetiza
m(T)5um(T)u for temperatures below the~ferromagnetic!
Curie temperatureTC . For T@TC the inverse susceptibility
x21(T) exhibits the linear~Curie-Weiss! behavior:x21(T)
}T2TC

para. The paramagnetic Curie temperatureTC
para>TC

is obtained from the extrapolation of this linear behavior
x21(T)50, which corresponds to the Curie temperature c
culated in the mean field approximation.3 For an isotropic
ferromagnet the behavior ofx(T) does not depend on th
lattice orientation.

In the collectively ordered magnetic state the direction
the magnetization is determined by magnetic anisotrop
which are the free energy differences between the hard
easy magnetic directions. Due to their relativistic origin
sulting from the spin-orbit interaction they are usually mu
smaller than the isotropic exchange. As obtained in exp
ments the anisotropies depend on temperature and are
pected to vanish above the Curie temperature.4 It is known
from general considerations5 that the mentioned singularit
~or maximum! of the susceptibility is only observed ifx(T)
is measured alongeasymagnetic directions. Correspondin
experiments have been performed for bulk systems,6 a thin
film investigation has been reported for the Fe/W~110!
system.7 Thus, a signature of the anisotropy is also presen
the paramagnetic state aboveTC .

At first we comment on the fact that the anisotropy
noticeable also forT.TC . We would like to stress the fac
that themicroscopicanisotropy, e.g., the single-ion uniaxi
anisotropyK2 as present in a Heisenberg Hamiltonian,
0163-1829/2003/67~18!/184417~7!/$20.00 67 1844
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different from theeffective, temperature dependent aniso
ropy K2(T) as measured for a collectively ordered magne
state.4 The effective anisotropy is equal to the microscop
one forT50, thusK2(0)5K2. When treated as aperturba-
tion to the exchange interaction,K2(T) indeed vanishes a
TC .4 However, a vanishing effective anisotropy forT.TC
does not indicate that the microscopic anisotropy vanis
either, or that the underlying spin-orbit coupling is strong
varying with temperature. A noticeable drop of the spin-or
coupling is expected on a larger temperature scale.8 Thus, a
single magnetic moment in the paramagnetic state is
subject to the anisotropy even if the net magnetization
zero. Here a free energy difference between the easy
hard magnetic directions is also present~‘‘paramagnetic an-
isotropy’’!, exhibiting a temperature behavior a
}(K2)2/kBT for K2!kBT, with kB the Boltzmann constant.9

Evidently, the paramagnetic anisotropy is rather small asK2
is small compared to the exchange interactionJ}kBTC .

In the present study we will show that the anisotropy
although small—has a sizable effect on the susceptibilitie
the paramagnetic state of ultrathin films in particular wh
approaching the Curie temperature. Whereas a vast am
of susceptibility data are available for various systems,2 to
our knowledge the different behavior ofx(T) measured
along the easy and hard magnetic directions has not b
exploited to gain information about thin films. In this pap
we report measurements ofx(T) for ferromagnetic ultrathin
Co film grown on a vicinal Cu substrate. This system exh
its an in-plane twofold~uniaxial! magnetic anisotropy due to
the presence of regularly distributed steps in the Cu surfa
with the easy axis directed along the steps.10 We find strong
differences for the magnetic susceptibilities along the e
~z! and hard~x! in-plane magnetic directions. With the he
of an anisotropic Heisenberg model solved within a ma
body Green’s function method we are able to perform
quantitative comparison with experiments. Furthermore,
demonstrate how the exchange interaction and magnetic
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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JENSEN, KNAPPMANN, WULFHEKEL, AND OEPEN PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 184417 ~2003!
isotropy can be extracted from these susceptibilities. In
previous study on Fe/W~100! films only a qualitative com-
parison in the framework of a renormalization treatment w
possible.7 Our present approach represents a new metho
study quantitatively magnetic properties of ultrathin ferr
magnetic films with the help of high-accuracy susceptibil
measurements aboveTC .

The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III
describe the experimental methods and the theoretical mo
Results from measurements and calculations are present
Sec. IV. A discussion and conclusion is given in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

The experiments, including film preparation and inves
gation of the magnetic properties, were performed under
trahigh vacuum~UHV! conditions ~base pressure;10210

Torr! in the same chamber. The film characterization a
surface preparation were made via Auger electron spec
copy ~AES!, low energy electron diffraction~LEED!, and
medium energy electron diffraction~MEED!.

Vicinal Cu~11n! surfaces withn517 are used as tem
plates for the ultrathin Co films. These surfaces have b
well studied by means of helium scattering11 and scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM!.12 Microscopically, the surfaces
consist of terraces with the normal oriented along the~001!
direction, and an average terrace width ofn/2 atomic dis-
tances. The terraces are separated by monoatomic
which are aligned along the@11̄0# in-plane direction. Step
bunching has not been observed. The substrate was cle
and prepared by cycles of Ar sputtering~600 eV! and subse-
quent annealing (T.670 °C). The quality of the surfac
structure was confirmed via LEED and MEED. Pronounc
splitting of regular lattice spots were found, indicating t
periodic step arrangement on the surface.

The Co films were grown atT545°C with a rate of one
monolayer~ML ! per minute. During electron beam evapor
tion the pressure did not exceed 5310210 Torr. The growth
process was monitored by measuring MEED intensity os
lations, which were used for thickness calibration.

The magnetic characterization has been performedin situ
using the longitudinal magneto-optic Kerr effe
~MOKE!.13–15 Hysteresis loops were obtained in static ma
netic fields up toB;30 mT. With the same optical setup th
magnetic susceptibilityx(T) was studied. For that purpos
the change of the Kerr ellipticity in an appliedac magnetic
field has been determined via phase sensitive detection
additional bias fields were used, hence the zero fieldac sus-
ceptibility is measured.13 In this paper we monitor the stati
susceptibility, which is obtained for sufficiently low mag
netic fields and frequencies. The modulation frequency w
set to approximately 110 Hz, while the modulation amplitu
Bmod has been varied on purpose.x(T) was measured fo
different in-plane directions of the applied magnetic fie
with angular uncertainties of about65°. Due to the optical
setup we have monitored the magnetic response along
magnetic field direction~longitudinal susceptibility!.

Sample heating is a very delicate issue while perform
zero-field measurements. At first the heating has to be
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formed quasistatically to achieve an equilibrium phase tr
sition. Secondly, any spurious magnetic fields have to
prevented as they will alter the manifestation of the ph
transition, particularly when investigating the zero field su
ceptibility. For the latter reason we have used an exter
light source for heating the front side of the sample. Due
this arrangement some scattering of our data appear as
film warms up quicker than the thermocouple, located at
rear side of the sample, on every change of the radia
intensity. This affects the measurements and causes som
the apparently periodic modulations in the plots forx21(T).

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

To calculate the susceptibility of the ferromagnetic ultr
thin film with an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy we apply a
anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian with localized thre
component spinsSi with spin quantum numberS on lattice
sitesi:

H52
1

2 (
i , j

~Ji j Si•Sj1Di j Si
zSj

z!2gmB(
i

B•Si . ~1!

A thin film with L atomic layers is assumed, spanned by
xz plane.Ji j is the isotropic exchange interaction betwe
spins i and j. The last term is the Zeeman energy, with t
magnetic field B5(Bx,0,Bz) confined to the film plane,
whereg is the Lande´ factor andmB the Bohr magneton. The
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy within a Heisenberg Ham
tonian is usually represented by a magnetocrystalline sin
ion anisotropy2( iK2,i(Si

z)2, impling a spin quantum num
berS>1. However, such a single-ion anisotropy complica
considerably the solution with the method applied in th
study.16 Thus, for simplicity we consider an exchange anis
ropy 2(1/2)(Di j Si

zSj
z between nearest neighbor spins. A

though originating from very different physical mechanism
the anisotropic properties obtained from a single-ion te
and an exchange anisotropy are quite similar, if one assu
K2;(q/2)D, with D[Di j and q the coordination
number.16,17A positive value forD indicates the easy direc
tion to be parallel to thez axis. Note that ferromagnetic thin
films with a strong surface anisotropy sometimes exhibi
magnetization perpendicular to the film plane. The interp
tation of the susceptibility of such a system is more comp
cated due to the shape anisotropy resulting from the dip
interaction. The magnetic ground state in this case is a str
domain structure, and not the single-domain state.18 This
complication vanishes for anin-plane uniaxial anisotropy,
since then the dipole interaction favors a single-domain,
romagnetic ground state. Thus, this coupling is not cons
ered explicitely in the present study.

The Hamiltonian Eq.~1! is solved by a many-body
Green’s function approach,3 which is suited to consider si
multaneously both expectation valuesmz,i(T)5^Si

z& and
mx,i(T)5^Si

x&.9 Furthermore, collective magnetic excita
tions ~spin waves! are taken into account, which are partic
larly important for low-dimensional systems. The long ran
magnetic order of an isotropic two-dimensional Heisenb
magnet becomes unstable against collective magnetic ex
7-2
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ANISOTROPIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OF FERROMAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 184417 ~2003!
tions with long wavelengths~Mermin-Wagner theorem!.19

Already weak anisotropies, however, induce a magnetiza
with a Curie temperature of the order of the exchan
coupling.20

We consider the set of anticommutator Green’s functio
in frequency spaceGi j

a (v)5^^Si
a ;Sj

2&&v , where the ladder
operatorsS65Sx6 iSy have been introduced anda51,
2,z. These Green’s functions are solved in the usual way
the equation of motion.3 The vanishing eigenvalues occu
ring in the set of equations motivate the use of anticomm
tator Green’s functions. The higher-order Green’s functio
appearing within this procedure are approximated by
generalized Tyablikov-decoupling~RPA! for iÞk ~Refs. 3
and 16!

^^Sk
aSi

b ;Sj
2&&.^Sk

a&^^Si
b ;Sj

2&&1^Si
b&^^Sk

a ;Sj
2&&. ~2!

Interactions between spin waves are partly taken into
count, allowing for the determination of the magnetic pro
erties with a reasonable accuracy in the whole tempera
range. It has been shown recently that the magnetization
the Curie temperature of a weakly anisotrop
(S51)-Heisenberg monolayer calculated by this appro
agrees very well with the values as obtained from a Quan
Monte Carlo method.21

The set of linear equations of the corresponding corre
tion functions^Sj

2Si
a& can be solved numerically for film

with an arbitrary numberL of layers, for inhomogeneou
coupling constantsJi j andDi j , and for arbitrary spin quan
tum numbersS. This will be investigated in a forthcoming
study.9 In the remainder of this section we present two ca
for which analytical solutions can be derived.

First, to give some insight in the structure of the solutio
we consider a homogeneous square~001! ferromagnetic
monolayer (L51 and q5qi54) with spins S51/2. The
coupling constants are put equal toJi j 5J.0 and Di j 5D
.0 if i and j are nearest neighbors, and zero otherwise
Fourier transformation into the two-dimensional wave vec
spacek[ki5(kx ,kz) is applied. By considering the prope
ties for (S51/2)-spin operators, the magnetization comp
nentsmx(T) andmz(T) are given implicitly by the equation

1

2
5mz

1

N (
k

H

Hz
coth~H/2kBT!, ~3!

1

2
5mx

1

N (
k

H

H̃x

coth~H/2kBT!, ~4!

with the denotations

H5AHz
21HxH̃x, ~5!

Hz5mz@J~qi2gk!1Dqi#1gmBBz , ~6!

H̃x5mxJ~qi2gk!1gmBBx , ~7!

Hx5mx@J~qi2gk!2Dgk#1gmBBx , ~8!
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wheregk52@cos(kx /a0)1cos(kz/a0)#, a0 the lattice constant,
and N the number ofk points in the first Brillouin zone.
From Eqs.~3! and ~4! the susceptibilitiesxzz andxxx along
the easy and hard axes, which we denote by ‘‘parallel’’ a
‘‘transverse’’ susceptibilities, will be determined numerical
The Curie temperatureTC[TC

RPA is calculated from

1

4kBTC
5

1

N (
k

@J~qi2gk!1Dqi#
21. ~9!

Note that the value ofTC is determined not only by the
isotropic exchange interactionJ but depends also on the ex
change anisotropyD.16,17,20 The mean field approximation
~MFA! is obtained by puttinggk50 in Eqs.~6!–~9!, yielding
the corresponding ordering temperature 4kBTC

MFA5qi(J
1D). We point out that the paramagnetic Curie temperat
TC

para calculated within the Green’s function method is equ
to TC

MFA .3

Secondly, to allow for a quantitative comparison with t
2 ML Co/Cu thin film system as investigated experimenta
in the present study, we consider a homogeneous fcc~001!
film with L52 layers and spinsS51/2. For a magnetic field
along the easy~z! axis @Bx5mx(T)50# we calculate the
magnetization componentmz(T)5mz,1(T)5mz,2(T) from

1

2
5mz

1

N (
k

sinh~H̄ i /kBT!

cosh~H̄ i /kBT!2cosh~mzH' /kBT!
,

~10!

denoting

H̄ i5mzH i1gmBBz , ~11!

H i5J~qi1q'2gk!1D~qi1q'!, ~12!

H'5Jlk , ~13!

whereq'54 is the coordination number between neighb
ing layers andlk54 cos(kx/2a0)cos(kz/2a0). For comparison
a simple-cubic~001! film is characterized byq'5lk51.
The Curie temperature for this two-layer film is given by

1

4kBTC
5

1

N (
k

H i

~H i!
22~H'!2

. ~14!

From a fit to experimental data the coupling constants
determined. This can be done by using bothxzz(T) and
xxx(T), see Eqs.~3! and ~4!. Alternatively, one can employ
solely xzz(T), since the increase ofxzz

21(T) for T*TC de-
pends sensitively on the anisotropy. The latter method is u
for the determination ofJ andD of the present 2 ML case
since for 2 ML an analytical expression is only available f
mz(T), see Eq.~10!. A corresponding expression formx(T)
along the hard axis needs for additional numerical work.

IV. RESULTS

The transition temperatures for the Co/Cu~001! and the
Co/Cu~1 1 17! thin films exhibit a similar dependence o
film thickness.22 Due to the high instability against surfac
7-3
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FIG. 1. Parallel and transverse susceptibilitiesxzz(T) ~open symbols! andxxx(T) ~closed symbols! in SI units measured along the eas
and hard in-plane directions of a vicinal Co/Cu~1 1 17! thin film as function of temperature. The nominal film thickness is 2.2 ML, the Cu
temperature isTC5134.7 °C. The modulation amplitude isBmod54.86mT along the easy axis, andBmod524.3mT along the hard axis,
respectively. To presentx(T) in SI units we have assumed that the saturation magnetization corresponds to the bulk Co valuems51.43
3106 A/m. A half-logarithmic plot has been used in order to show the temperature behavior of both susceptibilities simultaneousl
inset the corresponding linear plot is shown.
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diffusion of Co films on Cu,23,24and the steep increase ofTC
with increasing film thickness,25 a very thin Co film of about
2.2 ML was chosen withTC well below 180 °C.23 The real
part of the susceptibilityx(T) in SI units as a function of the
temperature is shown in Fig. 1. Both parallel and transve
susceptibilities for magnetic field directions along the ea
and hard axes are displayed. The semilogarithmic plot allo
for a comparison of both quantities. The inset shows
corresponding linear plot. The parallel susceptibility exhib
a strong peak atTC5134.7 °C5407.8 K, with a full width
half maximum~FWHM! of 2.7 K for the actual modulation
amplitudeBmod54.86mT. The FWHM can be reduced t
values around 1.5 K for smaller modulation amplitudes14

For Bmod*1.62mT an imaginary part of the parallel susce
tibility is observed, while for the smallest applied modulati
field (Bmod50.81mT) the imaginary part vanishes.22

While a peak was found in the susceptibilityxzz along the
easy axis, the magnetic responsexxx along the hard axis wa
not detectable for smallBmod&5 mT. In order to increase the
magneto-optical signal and thus the detection limit,
modulation amplitude along the hard axis was increased
factor of five. However, the response is still small, exhibiti
a weak maximum nearTC , as shown in Fig. 1. Obviously
the phase transition is reflected only weakly in the transve
susceptibility signal. Thus, the phase transition for this t
film system with an in-plane magnetization exhibits
strongly anisotropic behavior.

Figure 2 displays the temperature dependence of thein-
verse parallel and transverse susceptibilitiesxzz

21(T) and
18441
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xxx
21(T) around the Curie temperature. For elevated tempe

turesT*145 °C the scattering of the data points is stron
and the temperature dependence ofxzz

21(T) andxxx
21(T) can-

not be given precisely. As mentioned in Sec. II this scatter
is due to the fact that the signal becomes very small, and
the measuring time cannot be increased appropriately as
system properties might change due to the onset of sur
diffusion. The oscillations obtained forxxx

21(T) are most
likely caused by too large steps of changes of the hea
power, which were indeed larger than in case ofxzz

21(T). We
have not systematically explored these effects. On the o
hand, within the temperature range betweenT5TC and T
5150 °C the behavior ofxzz

21(T) andxxx
21(T) is clearly re-

solved. We remark that the inverse susceptibilities canno
described by straight lines in this temperature range, ra
they exhibit an upward curvature. Evidently,xxx

21(T) is
shifted upwards with respect toxzz

21(T) by an almost con-
stant, temperature independent amount. Thus, at any
perature aboveTC the inverse susceptibilityxxx

21(T) along
the hard axis is larger than the corresponding valuexzz

21(T)
along the easy axis. This is in accordance with measurem
for bulk magnets,6 and is also expected theoretically.5 We
will show that the temperature range as displayed in Fig.
still far below the linear regime of the inverse susceptib
ties.

At first we have carried out corresponding calculations
the parallel susceptibility of a fcc~001! ferromagnetic film
with two atomic layers using Eq.~10!. The atomic magnetic
7-4
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FIG. 2. Inverse susceptibilities
xzz

21(T) and xxx
21(T) in SI-units

near the Curie temperatureTC

5134.7 °C. The data are take
from Fig. 1. In addition the full
line showsxzz

21(T) as calculated
from Eq. ~10!, using the isotropic
exchange couplingJ544.1 meV/
bond and the exchange anisotrop
D57.0 mK/atom.
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moment mCo51.7 mB and the atomic volumevCo51.1
310229 m3 appropriate for bulk Co are assumed. The e
change couplingJ and the exchange anisotropyD are ob-
tained by fitting the results calculated with Eq.~10! to the
measuredxzz(T) in the temperature range betweenT5TC
and T5143 °C. We obtainJS(S11)544.1 meV/bond,
which is close to the Co bulk valueJCoS(S11)
539 meV/bond. Furthermore, we getD57.0 mK/atom for
the exchange anisotropy, which corresponds to the single
in-plane uniaxial anisotropy K25(1/2)(qi1q')D
528mK/atom52.4 meV/atom. From this value the aniso
ropy energy density is calculated to beK285K2 /vCo53.3
3104 J/m3. This value should be compared with the o
obtained from independent measurements of the effective
isotropy for the same system.15 By means of a thermody
namic perturbation theory4 we calculate themicroscopican-
isotropy energy density atT50 to beK28523104 J/m3 from
the data of Ref. 15, which is in reasonable agreement w
the result based on the measured susceptibilities prese
here. The resulting small value ofK28 is comparable to the
sixth-order anisotropy energy densityK66

bulk51.23104 J/m3

in the hexagonal plane, and is about 20 times smaller t
the second-order uniaxial anisotropy energy densityK2

bulk

576.63104 J/m3 of bulk hcp Co.26 The calculated inverse
parallel susceptibilityxzz

21(T) is depicted in Fig. 2. A good
agreement with experiment is obtained. We note that an
crease of the anisotropyD will result in a corresponding
decrease ofxzz(T) for T.TC .

We emphasize that the susceptibilities measured in
accessible temperature range up to 155 °C are still far be
the linear~Curie-Weiss! range. As mentioned in the Introduc
tion, the paramagnetic Curie temperature extrapolated f
the inverse susceptibilities as calculated by the Green’s fu
tion method is equal to the Curie temperatureTC

MFA obtained
18441
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from the mean field approximation.3 For the parametersJ
and D as given above we obtainTC

MFA51091 °C51364 K.
Only for temperatures aboveTC

MFA a Curie-Weiss behavio
will emerge. The difference betweenTC andTC

MFA and thus
the range of the curved behavior of the inverse suscepti
ties depicted in Fig. 2 is determined to be very large for t
ultrathin film. The reason is that the influence of collecti
magnetic fluctuations is much stronger in such tw
dimensional systems as compared to bulk magnets.

Finally, we would like to demonstrate the behavior
xzz

21(T) andxxx
21(T) in a large temperature range aboveTC .

In Fig. 3 the calculated inverse parallel and transverse su
tibilities for a single square ferromagnetic layer are show
using Eqs.~3! and ~4!. In order to reveal clearly the differ
ence betweenxzz

21(T) andxxx
21(T) a strong exchange aniso

ropy D/J50.05 is assumed for these calculations. The te
perature is given in units ofTC5TC

RPA50.63J. For T.TC

both susceptibilities differ by a temperature-independ
shift, exhibiting the same curvature. The linear behavior
xzz

21(T) andxxx
21(T) is reached for elevated temperaturesT

@TC , where the inverse susceptibilities approach the o
obtained from the MFA. Their extrapolations yield the cha
acteristic temperatureskBTz5qi(J1D)/4 andkBTx5qiJ/4,
which differ by the anisotropyqiD/4. The larger valueTz is
the paramagnetic Curie temperatureTC

para5TC
MFA51.05J. We

point out that the behavior of the inverse susceptibilites
calculated by the MFA is even qualitatively wrong, since
predicts a Curie-Weiss behavior forx21(T) for all tempera-
tures above the Curie temperature.

In contrast, both inverse susceptibilities exhibit a cons
erably different behavior forT<TC . xzz

21(T) vanishes atT
5TC for an infinitely small modulation amplitude, and in
creases strongly forT,TC . On the other hand,xxx

21(T)
7-5
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JENSEN, KNAPPMANN, WULFHEKEL, AND OEPEN PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 184417 ~2003!
merely exhibits a cusp atTC , and assumes the constant val
xxx

21(T)5qiD in the ferromagnetic phase. Thus, one cou
directly extract the anisotropyD by measuringxxx

21(TC), and
determineJ from TC . This is an alternative treatment to th
one as applied for the 2 ML case where both coupling c
stants are derived from the parallel susceptibilityxzz(T)
alone. However, one has to make sure that secondary
cesses in the ordered phase are not effective. The app
peak of the transverse susceptibility observed in Ref. 7
attributed to vortex and domain wall excitations. These re
in a nonconstant behavior ofxxx

21(T) for T,TC , as is also
seen in our experiments presented in Fig. 2. For a quan
tive comparison such domain processes or multidom
states have to be considered as well. These complication
not expected to occur forT.TC .

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have measured the parallel and transverse mag
susceptibilitiesxzz(T) and xxx(T) of a 2.2 ML Co film
grown on a vicinal Cu~1 1 17! surface. Corresponding ca
culations have been performed within an anisotropic Heis
berg model by applying a many-body Green’s functi
method. We have demonstrated that the Curie tempera
TC and the susceptibility in the paramagnetic regimeT
>TC) gives access to the exchange interactionJ and the
anisotropyD of ultrathin films.

Using these coupling parameters a quantitative agreem
between experiment and theory is obtained at least in
limited temperature range accessible by our measuremen
is evident that this temperature range is far below the cro

FIG. 3. Calculated inverse parallel and transverse suscept
ties xzz

21(T) and xxx
21(T) along the easy and hard magnetic dire

tions of a ferromagnetic~001! monolayer as function of temperatur
~full lines!. The calculations have been performed with a Gree
function approach~RPA!, using Eqs.~3! and~4!. For the exchange
anisotropy we have assumedD/J50.05, with J the isotropic
Heisenberg exchange between neighboring spins. The temper
is given in units of the Curie temperaturekBTC[TC

RPA50.63J. For
comparison the inverse susceptibilities as obtained from the m
field approximation~MFA! are shown~dashed lines!, yielding the
Curie temperaturekBTC

MFA51.05J. Here xzz
21(T) is depicted only

for T.TC
MFA .
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over to the Curie-Weiss behavior. Any extrapolatio
xzz

21(T)→0 from the experimental data, assuming app
ently linear parts in Fig. 2, will yield a wrong value for th
paramagnetic Curie temperatureTC

para5TC
MFA . To reach the

linear behavior of the susceptibilities the measurements h
to be extended to temperatures around 1100 °C, whic
impossible for the Co/Cu thin film system due to its instab
ity against surface diffusion and alloying.

The good agreement between theory and experiment
tifies a methodological generalization for exploring magne
properties by investigating the susceptibility in the param
netic regime. While the effect of the anisotropy in the pa
magnetic regime for bulk systems has been known for a l
time,5,6 for ultrathin ferromagnetic films improved theoret
cal approaches considering collective magnetic fluctuati
have to be applied. A successful realization of correspond
experiments is challenging as the susceptibilities have to
measured in very small modulation fields with very hig
accuracy. The measurements should be extended to as
temperatures as possible in order to allow for a compari
with theory over a wide temperature range. From such
comparison values for isotropic exchange interactions
anisotropies as present in the Heisenberg Hamiltonian~1!
can be extracted. Note that these quantities refer to cons
microscopic parameters and not toeffective anisotropies
measured at finite temperatures.4

In the previous study on Fe/W~110! films a quantitative
comparison between experiment and theory has not b
drawn.7 Here a different theoretical approach has been
plied, namely, a renormalization group treatment, allowing
the most only for a qualitative comparison. Thus the co
pling constants for thin films cannot be determined by t
method. It should be mentioned that the Polyakov renorm
ization scheme applied in Ref. 7 has been strongly criticiz
Several authors argue that this scheme might not be ap
cable for two-dimensional ferromagnets.27

In future theoretical work we will explore the behavior o
the magnetic susceptibility with increasing film thicknessL.
The range of the curved behavior ofx(T) for T.TC(L),
which is very pronounced for ultrathin films as considered
the present study, is expected to reduce for thick films,
proaching the one of the corresponding bulk system. With
improved theory for general spin quantum numbersS the
consideration of single-ion anisotropies becomes feasi
Such anisotropies are more appropriate for 3d-transition
metal magnets. A similar treatment for aperpendicularan-
isotropy needs the additional consideration of the magn
dipole coupling. Anisotropies with a different symmetry, e.
a quartic in-plane anisotropy, are also accessible within t
scope of such a treatment, resulting in a considerably dif
ent behavior of the susceptibilities with respect to t
uniaxial case.
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